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ABSTRACT 
Propulsion systems as they exist today and some trends that are antic- 
ipated for aircraft that might be flying in the f9808s are presented. The 
number one trend for commercial engines is to quiet them to a level no 
louder than the normal background noise level of the environment in which 
they will  operate, Ih.1 military engines that are not so severely noise con- 
strained, the possibility of stoichiometric gas turbine engines is within 
reach and will  probably come into being whenever a military requirement 
provides sufficient motivation to develop such an engine. Very high bypass 
ratio engines are likely to find application in V/STOL aircraft while the 
evolution of variable geometry inlets and exhaust nozzles receives its 
impetus from supersonic airplanes. Both supersonic and V/STOL aircraft 
are prime candidates for digital computer control systems that will inte- 
grate the control 0% the propulsion system, the airplane, and its flight path, 
Multimode propulsion systems and supersonic combustion ramjets may one 
day be utilized in hypersonic cruise and boost aircraft while the first nuclear 
propelled aircraft most likely will fly at subsonic speeds, 
* 
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INTRODUCTION 
The material pres nted in this paper is an updated version of refer- 
ence 1 which incorporates many of the propulsion trends presented in 
reference 2, The intent of the paper is to present a rather broad review 
of the trends that are anticipated for aircraft that might be flying in the 
1980 to 1990 time period. 
are related to the aircraft of the future. These are shown in the first figure. 
speed of ssmd, o r  subsonically, service many of our major cities. These 
airplanes are powered by turbojet o r  turbofan engines and further advances 
in engine technology are likely to lead to better airplane performance and to 
lower fares. The helicopter in the middle sf the slide is a reminder that, 
of airbreathhg propulsf n systems as they exist today and to indicate some 
this paper, the future technology trends in airbreathing propulsion 
o n  the left is a transcontin ntal jet. Jet  transports that cruise below the 
even now, helie rvice is availale at a few cities to shorten trips 
city or to link the city with remote air terminals. High fares 
red growth of this segment of air travel; but, again, further 
ces in gas turbine techno% gy will do their part in Powering fares, 
Since the speed md range of the helicopter are limited, it is likely that 
type of V/STOL aircraft, shown at upper right, willbe available for 
intercity traffic. Such an airplane could fly into and out of small new air- 
nveniently located in urb areas. The special demands made on 
my engine p ering a V/STOL aircraft and the variety of propulsion systems 
being researched wil l  be discussed. 
over the ocem, Although military airplanes have been flyimg faster than the 
speedof soundfor mmyyears ,  the first commercial supersonic jets are 
just now being constructed. The demands on the engines for this aircraft 
me especially severe for a number of reasons that P will  be getting into, 
Looking even further into the future, we cm see rather dimly applications 
for  airbreath 
speed range. Here, a new airbreathing engine called a SCRAMJET is the 
sole cmdidate for very high speed cruise while a variety of multimode 
er right, m SST or  supersonic transport is shown on its way 
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propu~sio%w. systems are being researched to hmdle anoncruise phases of 
flight 0 
The types of advmced enghes that are being used jigk supersonic and 
subsonic aircraft are shown in figure 2, The turbojet planned for the SST 
i s  similar to the engine that powered our first s a s o n i e  jet tr 
has 8 Far more complicated inlet and exhaust nozzle 88 well 
The low bypass lurbofm shown for the fighter aircrat heorpsraks 
m aiterburner but is othemise quite similar to the Pow bypass turbofan that 
commercial afrpl es are dl  being powered by high bypass tarrbofma that 
are quiet, SMOkel~Ss, d very eeonsmical in fuel consumption, The 1st 
fm shown for V/STOL has m even lighter bypass ratio m d  must be very 
@Ompact, very %ow in weight, 
small ai%parta within bushess md residential areas. 
burner. 
quickly displaced the turbojets in subs;on%~ esmmereial aircraft, The new 
%y quiet 88 that it can 
STJJ3SONIC CTOL AIRPLANES 
d development support desi ed to meet them, including reduced 
noise m d  pollution levels, Afrerdt noise ement is given the highest 
priority, not only for the general public and the environment:, but also 
because it is a key restraint ts future aviation growth, The NASA goal is 
to show, by me 8 of resemch and techology, how aviation noise can be 
redneed until it is no greater th the background noise where the aircraft 
8,  The principal e%% is on reduction of prspulsiosn system noise 
but NASA does have related rk on noise reduction by flight procedures m d  
on how people react to d3ferent types and l Pels of noise. 
The first objective of NASAos work on design prineiples for quiet engines 
is all experimental nal takeoff m d  landing (CTOL) engine md nacelle 
with 15 to 20 EPPJdB less noise than the comparable JT3D class of engine 
day, The NASA Lewis Research Center md General Electric 
are working together on this program which began in 1969 m d  which will be 
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completed by the end of 1972, The quiet engine with suppression is shown 
stage fan because it was learned that two-stage 
out 6 dB woi The abseaaee of imlet guide vanes and the con- 
far rotor and stator contribute to the engine hav- siderable space 
ing less whine. 
md compressorp the f duct and the turbine duct are lined with acoustical 
material ts suppress t ~ r b o ~ a ~ h i ~ e r y  noise, Three splitters are installed 
that the walls let duct, the duct between the fan 
nlet ts provide more surface area for noise suppression material. 
se levels issuing from the f a n  and the core Jet are eontrolled by 
proper selection 0% turbine inlet temp ratwe, overall pressure rati 
pressure ratio, m d  bypass ratio (which 23 the ratio of the airflow through 
e airflow through the compressor). the fan duct t 
gross weight the noise level heard by m observer 1806 %% from the airplane 
would depend mainly on the selection of fan. pressure rat as shown in 
figure 4. Notice that the suppressed fm machin is about E5 dB 
Iower thm the 
re pretty well balanced aromd iafan pressure ratio of 1 . 5 ,  the 
d ts power 8 current CTOE transport sf  300 060 lb 
suppressed level and that the suppressed fan and jet noise 
r.atb for  which the Quiet Engine was  designed. Noise is even Bower at 
lower fan pressure ratios,, but engine diameter hc reases  and drag losses 
rise. The predf ted noise level of 90  to 95 PNdB is about 10 PNdB below 
current FAA regulati ns for new CTOE aircraft. Production of an engine 
like this could begin in 1976 f 
continue a vigorous research 
until the goal of 8 level no greater than normal background is achieved, 
hopefully in the 1980Os. 
it or new afrcrdt, NASA plans to 
hnology program on noise reduction 
When the noise constraint can be rel ed somewhat, for example in 
me military airplanes, it is possible to build a considerable lighter and 
more compact engine to produce a desired level of thrust. This cm be 
done by designing for higher values of turbine inlet temperature which 
increases the thrust per unit airflow m d  by designing for higher rotational 
speed which reduces the number of compressor stages to produce the 
desired overall pressure rati e The effect that rotational speed has on the 
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performame of a single r~3tor i s  shown in figure 5. A Ha& tip speed of 
$000 ft/sec is about right for the quiet commercid t rmspar t s  that were 
just discussed, Much higher pressure ratios e m  be achieved at higher tip 
speeds with only a slight drop in efficiency. At 1660 %%/see, pressure ratio 
is about 8,0,  An engine designed for 1666 ft/sec, while quite noisy9 would 
require less than half the number of eompresscur stages as one designed for 
1000 ft/see, 
Some ve ry  impressive reductions in the size sf &he burner have also 
been demonstrated in NASA research m d  these gains are applicable $0 a$% 
engines. Each o€ th 
same %hm& when installed in an engine, The middle burner that esuld have 
been used in the U,S, supersonie transport engine is over 48 percent shorter 
than the conventional burner shown at the & ~ p  of figure 6, The bottom burner 
indicates that another 30 percent reduction in burner length might be possible, 
three burners s h ~ w n  in figure 6 would result in the 
'Not only $e the advmced short burner itself smaller m d  lighter, but more 
importmtly, the weight Qf the comp%ete engine would be greatly reduced 
the &&thg connecthg the turbhe that drive the c0mpre8s"rS9 in the casing 
that e n c l o ~ e ~  the ro%&iag parts, and 21 the ilaL,eU2 that houses the eng 
because of the shorter engine length. There would be a weight saving in 
An advmced short combnslsr that was operated at 3600" F is shown in 
temperature, The NASA program aim is to evolve full annular combustors 
capable of performing with fuel-air ratios approaching stoichiometric values 
which means turbine gas temperatwes of 40866w P md above. The initial 
results on these high-temperature combustors have been most encouraging: 
conventions% burners, smoke level w a s  below the visible threshold even at 
3600' F, there was  BQ combhation h s t  
pr@ffles were acceptable. Future work will emphasize reduction 0% exhaust 
emissisns (carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, md nitric oxide), 
durability m d  altitude relight pedormance. 
$Ere a,  A ~ i r " E c ~  modular combustor was used to achieve this high gas 
efficiency is close to I80 percent, pr ssure loss is compar&%e to that of 
iPit:p, md burner exit temperature 
The high temperature gas produced In the burner must be useable in the 
turbine. The past history and future projeetiow Of turbhe gas temperature is 
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shown in figure 8 (ref. 3)- up $1 1967, the turbines wer messled. The 
materials .in the turbine had to be good ensugh to operate essentially at 
t ~ ~ b h  gas t e m p e ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ .  When ~ d h g  h t r o d ~ c e d ,  tiebhe metal tern- 
perature cauldbe mu h ~ ~ o l e r  thm the turbbe  gas P e m p e r a t ~ ~ e .  This PW- 
tfculw projection forecasts a turbine gas temperature of 3606" F in military 
engines by about 1980, 
The prsgress in turbine/@ mpressor disc material (ref. 3) is i ~~us t ra tec~  
h figure 9, The US@ of graphite ,mad b o ~ ~ i  c o ~ i p o ~ i t ~ ~  is fortxa& -far about the 
y t x s  1990. Although 
blades in their new high bypass ratis turbof a they md athers have made 
muck progress in this area so that the future use of composites to reduce the 
weight of advmced engines (especially the high bypass ratio tUl"b@frnS and 
prspfms) appears promfs 
E the high tu rbh  gas temperatures are to be effectively used to 
achieve higher thrust to engine weight ratios, then the quantity of cooling 
air required to keep turbine metal temperature in bounds must be mini- 
mized, Some current m d  advanced cooling m thods are indicated im 
Us Royce w a s  not able to incorporate composite fan 
figure $0. T day9 csnvectfon is the principal eoomg method and a lscalb 
methods are full-coverage film md trmspiration cso%hg. A s  indicated in 
the figure, they have th potential of allowing gas temperatures sf 3500' F 
m a h t a h b g  the required eoolmt flow at or  below today% 
sator blades f ricated ts imp%ement the three coslhg methods are 
figure $1. 
that allows the cool g air to rejoin the working gas stream. The bPad 
with full-coverwe film eo 
allows the coaPEhg air to f hrough the blade. Th eoolfng air flows 
through a wire mesh porous skin in the trmspiratlon eooled blade, One 
current deficiency sf the adv 
The current-type blade with trailing-edge slots has a high level of turbine 
efficiency even when cool flow is 7 percent, Tie porous blades, however, 
suffer a large drop in turbine efficiency. Ways to lessen this efficiency 
.lever, 
The c o ~ ~ ~ e e t f ~ n  coded blade has a trailhg-edge slot 
g has discrete holes in the blade surface th 
olhg methods fa borne out figure 12. 
penalty are being investigated. 
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Before leaving subsonic aircraft, the revived nuclear -powered aircraft 
will1 be discussed, In the 195OVs, we tried very hard to make a nuclear pow- 
ered bomber, and we failed, %. think Kelly Johnson of Lockheed summed it up 
very well when he said, tried to make it go too fast, too high, too soon. w p  
He prsbably should have added, vvWe also tried to make it too small, v B  Even- 
tually, we may have a large nuclear-powered cargo aircraft such as the one 
shown in figure 13, 'In many ways, it resembles a chemical fueled aircraft 
such as the promising new C5A being built for the Air Force by Lockheed. 
The C5A will car ry  a maximum payload of 220 800 Ibs a distance of 3650 n mie 
carry similar payloads and have essentially unlimited range. The advent of 
very large aircraft like the C5A md the possiblity of even larger aircraft in 
the future has led to a reexamination the concept 63% nuclear-powered air- 
era& Schematics of two closed loop nuclear propulsion systems are shown 
in figure 14, Both systems h ve a unit shielded reactor, a f an ,  compressor, 
a d  turbine, Unique features that are being examined in a technology assess- 
ment program are the heat exchanger that replaces the burner and long life 
fuel elements for the reactor that substitutes for the chemical fuel, Effort 
is also being directed to safety m d  reactor csntahment concepts, 
The m s t i ~ a t f ~ n  O P  a n ~ c l e a r - p o ~ e r e d  airplane is, of COUPS~., that it c ~ ~ l d  
V/STOL AIRPLANES 
The driving requirements of vertical/short tzkeoff and landimg (V/STOL) 
es to the propulsion specialist a r e  that they need much more thrust 
OL airplanes and they must be much quieter, The STOE airplane 
requires twice as much thrust as the CTOE airplane and the VTOL airplane 
about four t imes as much, Both types should be about 25 dlB quieter than 
the CTOL airplane because they will operate in md out of business and resi- 
dentid areas, 
A STOE airplane that NASA is very much interested in because of i t s  
promise is shown in figure 15, This airplane achieves its short talc 
landing capability by having the engine exhaust blow over the large double 
slotted f9baps. One of the problems that NASA has uncovered in its research 
is that the hteracti n of the engine jet exhaust w2th the flap gives rise to  a 
a 
new source of noise, This is illustrated in figure 16, The dark bmd is the 
noise level of the jet exhaust when the flap setting is O',, At higher flap 
settings required for takeoff and lmdhg,  the flap interaction raises the noise 
level about 5 c3p3. The third band in figure 16 is the suppressed turbomachinery 
noise of the fms, In order to meet the currently postulated goal of 95 PNm 
at 500 f t ,  the f a n  pressure ratio should be about 1, Z e  The challeng 
&udd an engine light ensugh to result in rn economicaPly viable airplanee 
The propuM0n system f r a second type of STOE airplane that NASA is 
figure 17. The enghe is I% * o - ~ p o ~ l  tu rb~fan  with reseaschhg is shown 
some special features, Notice that the air from the fan is ducted inside the 
wing a d  $8 discharged through a slot in the vicinity of the biplane flap, This 
results in augmentation of the lifting force on. the wing which is good, but also 
wing noise are being investigated, A second special feature of this engine is 
the grid of airfoils ahead of the multistage fan. This is a choking mechanism 
that e m  reduce the fan inlet noise by 25 to 38 dI3 so that it is below the 
95 PNdB %eve%, Thus, the wing-slot noise dominates a d  quieting this remains 
as a ehalknge. Lining the flaps with acoustical material is expected to help, 
VTOE propulsion systems, the devices that can be used to 
produce the lifting thrust for vertical takeoff and Panding capability are shown 
in figure 18. The turbojet is the most compact device, Its high thrust loading 
results from its high slipstream velocity which unfortunately makes it very 
noisy. A s  we proceed through the spectrum of devices f r  
to prspel%er to rotor, the size of the device hereases and its slipstream ve- 
locity and hence, jet n ise deereases, 
Current noise levels are indicated in figure 19 along with two more major 
characteristics of these lift p r  ducing devices, The jets produce m intolerable 
noise level.. Ear damage occurs at about 135 PNdB if the exposure is as little 
as 1 hour per week, At the other extreme, rotor n ise is as low as 85 P N r n  
or 10 dB below the desired goal, The rotor also exhibits the lowest specific 
fuel consumptiom which explains why the helicopter is such a good aircr 
for m y  application that requires extended periods of hovering, On the debit 
P ~ S U E S  in quite a high level of noise ~ P l i ~ h  is bad. Ways to quiet this augmentor- 
side, the rotos pr  duces the least thrust per unit of installed system weight, 
This I s  a principal reason the range of the heliespter is limited to a few 
buadred milbes. 
~haraeteristics, moderate specific fuel consumption, md moderate system 
weighto Many planners seem to worry about the public*s acceptmce sf 
Currently, the propeller offers an attractive blend of noise 
propeller driven airplanes n that people have become used to flying jets. 
other factor w r k h g  against the propeller driven VSTBE transport is its 
rather I h i k d  cruise speed. Much sf the NASA ~ ~ ~ ~ a f s e h  program fs @onCeXL- 
family which h c l ~ d e s  hrs~ded  prop, prop fan, md C O ~ W P I -  
The future engines of this family will  have to be quieter and 
lighter to meet the requirements of commer ial VTOL trmsports. 
The VTOE propulsion fmctions are iS1ustrated in figure 20. Cruise can 
be accomplished with basically the same type of turbofan that the CTOE 
transport uses, The lift and control fun%c%Ions c m  be implemented with some 
rather specialized types of turbofms that are shown in figure 2%. The type 
of fan. drive distinguishes the engines. g41 The htegral drive 4s c, 
that the fm and its driving turbine are mounted on the same shafto Two 
types sf rem te drive are shown. In one, a turbojet generates hot gas that 
air from a turbofan is auxiBfary combustor that feeds hot gas 
is ducted to 8 large scr 
to the scroll su r romdhg  the lift fan. 
surrounding the lift fan, h the other, the bypass 
The remote drive lift f which is common ts the gas generator and air 
pump system is shown in figure 22. The hot gas inside the scroPP feeds a 
t u b h e  mounted at the tip of the fm blades, The walls sf the lift fan exit 
duet and a splitter surface are Pined with acoustic material to suppress the 
machinery noise of the low pressure ratis fan. 
shown in figure 23, It too has a single-stage low pressure ratfs fan to keep 
combustor, 
This design feature is used to keep the engine short so that it can be better 
packaged in pods o r  in the w g of the VTOE transport. The noise estimates 
for a I00 008 lb gross  weight airplane powered by 1 integral drive lift €an% 
is shown in figure 4;as a function of fm pressure ratio. In order to meet a 
noise level of 95 PNdB at 500 f t ,  it appears that a fm pressure ratio of about 
The same acoustic treatment is applied to the integral drive lift fan 
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1.1 is required, Thus, the geared prop fms and shrouded props are of 
special interest for VTOL commercial t r m s p ~ r t s .  
SUPERSONIC AIRPLANES 
A feature connected with supersonic flight that bears heavily on the 
airbrea%hing propulsion system is the large rise in the temperature and 
pressure of the air as it enters the engine. h advmced airbreathing pro- 
puabsion system of the type plmned for the- Conecmie supersonic transport 4s 
shown in figure 250 A large variable geometry inlet is included to efficiently 
slow down the air for the compressor. The air delivered to the compressor 
should be of ifarm high pressure and have low turbulence. E either of 
these qualities gets out of hmd (high distortion or  high turbulence), there 9s 
danger the engine will surge. This whole area of distort% n m d  turbulence 
d inlet-compressor interacti ns  is a key research area receiving a great 
deal s f  attention. The inlet designers have taken a cue from the aerody- 
namicists m d  have successfully applied the use of vortex generators to this 
problem, The use of vortex generators in a reasonably long and gradual sub- 
sonic diffuser has provided to be a highly effective means in controlling steady- 
state distortion and also in reducing dynamic distort9 n (turbulence), This is 
illustrated in figure 26, Consider first the data on the left obtained without 
vortex generators. As engine speed is increased, the normal shock within 
the inlet moves from A to Bo Total pressure recovery falls off and both 
steady-state md dynamic distortion increase rapidly. The 0.1 level of 
dynamic dist n is quite high, as the peak-to-peak amplitude of the fluc- 
tuations would be somewhere between 30 and 60 percent of the average com- 
pressor face pressure. The data on the right were taken with vortex 
generators installed on both the cowl and centerbody aft of the throat region. 
The generators pull high-energy flow from the main duct into the low-energy 
bomdary layers, In these tests, the vortex generators were very effective 
in reducing steady -state and dynamic distortion over the entire pressure 
recovery range. Going back to figure 25, the compressor9 burner, md 
turbine components 1 ok much the same as those components in a subsonic 
engine, but the temperature of the air coming out of the compressor could 
IO 
well  be 1000" F, Since this air is used to cool the turbine blades, its high 
temperature definitely complicates the task of achieving reliable engine 
operation at high values of turbine gas temperature, Downstream of the 
turbine, we  find m afterburner which is required to operate efficiently over 
a wide range of fuel flows. The high pressures that accompany supersonic 
flight require that a large variable geometry exhaust nozzle also be a compo- 
nent of this engine. The exhaust nozzle and inlet assume major roles, and 
their performance is strongly influenced by the installation of the propulsion 
pods on the airframe. This is especially true at transonic flight speed. Notice 
in the bottom sketch that the exhaust nozzle exit area is considerably reduced 
from its supersonic flight speed setting. This gives rise to important inter- 
aet lms between the exhaust nozzle Internal and extetrapal flows. 
The exhaust nozzle concepts that are being tested at the Lewis Research 
Center are shown in figure 27. For flight at Mach numbers near 2.7, each 
nozzle has an expansion ratio from the sonic area to the exit area of about 
3,6, For good performance at subsonic speeds the expansion ratio must 
be decreased to a value near I. The nozzle on the left achieves this with a 
divergent shrownd made up of many overlapping flaps and seals so that it can 
be closed down at subsonic speeds. In the second nozzle, the multiple flaps 
do not close as far in order to simplify the flap mechanism while auxiliary 
inlets are opened t bring in additional air to help f i l l  up the exit area, The 
conical. plug can the right is a more recent concept that has not yet been used 
on a production engine. For low-speed operation, the exit area is decreased 
by translating the cylindrical shroud upstream. This kind of nozzle 4s harder 
to c o d  but has some advantages, It is easier to seal, requires simpler 
mechanisms that might be more durable, and some jet-noise tests indicate 
that it is inherently a little quieter than the other nozzles. All three nozzle 
concepts are being researched at the Lewis Research Center in a coordinated 
flight and wind tunnel program as depicted in figure 28. The isolated nozzle 
is tested in the 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel from Mach 0 to 2. To 
quantify the important airframe installation effects that occur at transonic 
speeds, small airplane models are tested in the wind tunnel, Nozzle shape 
. 
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is varied and also the position of the nacelle on the airframe in order to 
achieve best performance, The flight tests with the F-I06 at Mach numbers 
%ram 0,6 to I. 3 correlate the wind tunnel and flight exhaust nozzle evallu- 
ations, Flights with the F-106 are also made at Mach 0,4 for noise fly-by 
measurements, 
propulsion systems are becoming more complex, It is likely that the capa- 
bilities of current hydromechanical control wil l  be inadequate md that fast, 
large capacity, flight worthy, digital computers wil l  be developed and applied 
to propulsion system control. A possible configuration is shown in figure 29, 
computer wil l  manage the propulsion system for  the pilot so as to achieve 
some desired performance criteria such as minimum specific fuel consump- 
tion. It wi l l  restore normal operation following the violation of a constraint 
such as a compressor stall or  inlet unstart, Finally, the digital computer 
wil l  provide a tighter control within known damage limits of operation and 
keep the engine in a stable and responsive mode of operation. The arrows 
labeled aircraft and external environment signify that the computer can be 
made more complex to control the aircraft. as well as the propulsion system 
by taking into accomt information concerning air traffic control, weather, and 
aircraft performance. In this way then, the propulsion system md aircraft 
will  be totally integrated through the use of digital computer control, 
The high temperatures that come with supersonic flight give r ise  to yet 
mother major propulsion problem- this one associated with the fuel. The 
fuel not only supplies energy to the engine, but it also acts as a heat sink 
coding parts of the airframe and engine, Right arournd Mach 2.7, which was  
the design cruise speed of the Boeing supersonic transport, the cooling capa- 
bility of conventional JP fuel becomes marginal so that great care had to be 
used in designing the fuel system. At some increase in fuel price, the cooling 
capacity of JP fuel can be increased. By keeping the oxygen content of the 
fuel very low, the heat sink capacity for cooling of engine components can be 
much greater than what is currently available. An inexpensive fuel which not 
only has greater cooling capacity but also a higher energy content is liquid 
methane, methane being the major constituent of natural gas. Studies at the 
The control systems for supersonic propulsion systems and the V/STOL 
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Lewis Research Center indicate that liquid methane has the potential of 
overcoming the cooling roadblock and of offering better airplane performance 
and lower operating costs, For a Mach 3 supersonic transport, the Lewis 
studies indicated a potential reduction in DOC of about 30 percent., (5) Be.cause 
of its shining virtues of low cost, large cooling capacity, smoke-free com- 
bustion, and high energy content, liquid methane might well become the fuel 
of the future for all manner of airplanes from V/STOL types on up through 
advanced supersonic transports. 
HYPERSONIC AIRPLANES 
Hypersonic propulsion systems are being considered for application to 
hypersonic transport airplanes and also for use in recoverable first stages 
of orbital boost vehicles. For large scale delivery of men and materials 
to space stations, the recoverable concepts using airbreathing propulsion 
off e r attractive ope rational and e conom ic features . 
As we move to higher supersonic flight speeds, a definite technology 
trend is toward airbreathing engines that operate in two or  more modes. 
This is illustrated in figure 30, On the left, shown without their complicated 
inlets, are the two engines best suited to power Boeinggs prototype supersonic 
transport at 1800 mph. At the right are two derivatives of these engines 
better suited for higher supersonic cruise speeds. They have in common the 
feature that above about Mach 3, the airflow to the fan or compressor can be 
shut off. The new mode of operation then allows air from the inlet to bypass 
the shut down rotating machinery and react with fuel injected into a burner 
component. Expansion of the hot high pressure gas through the exhaust nozzle 
produces the required thrust. This mode of operation is referred to as the 
subsonic combustion ramjet mode and is well suited for flight speeds between 
about Mach 3 and Mach 7. 
It should not really surprise us that the rotating machinery can be shut 
down around Mach 3. After all, the function of the compressor-turbine unit 
is to provice high pressure gas that can be expanded through the exhaust 
nozzle, At a flight speed of Mach 3, the ram pressure r ise  is 3600 percent, 
SO there is no longer a need for mechanical compression, 
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G REMARKS 
Many of the trends in airbreatk1hg propulsion systems will  benefit all 
md the reduction in size and weight of engine components such as complessorsp 
types of aircraft. This is true sf the push toward improved and new fuels 
d turbhes to prodace a desired thrust, Far eommereialb enghesg 
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the number one trend is to quiet the engines to a level mo greater than the 
natural background noise level of the environment in which they wil l  sperate, 
Already, the NASA-industry efforts have made available engines that em 
better the current FAA regulation by about 10 cB. The noise eonstrahts of 
commercial engines wil l  undoubtedly slacken the trends toward higher turbine 
temperature md higher rotational speeds that shrink the size of the engine 
but generate more n 
constraked, the possiblity of stoichiometric gas turbine engines is within 
reach m d  will probably come into being whenever a military requirement 
provides sufficient motivation to develop such m engine. 
Other trends in prspulsisn systems are appliczible to specific types of 
aircraft. The very high bypass ratio prop fans are especially suitable for 
In military engines that are not SQ severely noise 
STOE aircraft. The evolution of relbble variable geometry inlets md 
aust nozzles characterize supersonic airplanes. Both supersonic md 
STOE aircraft are prime candidates for digital computer control systems 
that will integrate the control of the propulsion system, the aircraft, and i t s  
flight path, Multimode propulsion systems and supersbonic combustion ram - 
jets may one day be utilized in hypersonic cruise m d  boost aircraft while the 
first nuclear propelled aircraft most likely will  fly at subsonic speeds, 
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